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Surveys centuries of folklore about vampires and offers a scientific explanation for the origins of the legends.
This book explores vampire narratives that have been expressed across multiple media and new technologies. Stories and characters such as Dracula, Carmilla and even Draculaura from Monster High have been made more "real" through their
depictions in narratives produced in and across different platforms. This also allows the consumer to engage on multiple levels with the "vampire world," blurring the boundaries between real and imaginary realms and allowing for different kinds of
identity to be created while questioning terms such as "author," "reader," "player" and "consumer." These essays investigate the consequences of such immersion and why the undead world of the transmedia vampire is so well suited to life in the
21st century.
What truth lies buried under the savage earth? The battle for control of New Haven is over and the sun still shines on the city. Alex and her team have a new group of allies to help in the battle with the Ferals. The future of humanity is looking
bright. Everything seems right with the world... so why does something feels wrong to Alex and her team? Are their new allies as perfect as they seem?To learn the truth, Alex and the GMT will need to survive a deadly game of cat and mouse with
an ancient adversary. Should the sins of the past be left in the dust or will the uncovered answers lead to a brighter future? Most people would let a dead thing lie, but Alex and the GMT have never been afraid of the monsters of the past.Get your
copy today!
Caitlin Paine wakes to discover that she has once again traveled back in time and has landed in 18th-century Paris, an age of great opulence, of kings and queens--but also of revolution.Reunited with her true love, Caleb, Caitlin is happier than she
ever dreamed. But their idyllic time together is not destined to last forever, and events intercede that force the two of them apart.
From Purgatory to the President
State of Grace
The Alliance Series Bundle (Books 1-3)
Interview with the Vampire, The Vampire Lestat, The Queen of the Damned
The Savage Hunt
Essays on Technological Convergence and the Undead
Every hundred years, tradition dictates that all eligible females in Sweetwater assemble for the choosing ceremony. Two vampire kings have separate territories within the surrounding countryside. Both are eager to pick their future brides. What a waste of her freaking time. Tanya is among
the many women at the choosing ceremony. As far as she's concerned it's an outdated, sexist event and if it wasn't mandatory she so wouldn't be here. It's not important that the two males are ridiculously rich and handsome. Deep down she knows a plain Jane like her will never be picked by
one of the kings anyway. Many of the women in the town square are stunningly beautiful and model thin. Most seem enthusiastic about being a queen even if it means being mated to a blood sucker, which suits her just fine. Imagine her surprise though when King Brant sets his sights firmly
on her. Once a vampire king has decided, there's no going back. But her home is in Sweetwater. Being forced to live amongst the vampire species...big gulp...forced to mate with a vampire...is not what she had in mind for herself. Maybe she can convince him to let her go, to pick again. If not,
she'll have to find a way to escape his - very muscled and rather delicious - clutches.
I trusted my heart to a vampire. Now I want revenge . . . The vampires are at war, and I'm caught in the middle. I thought nothing could surpass my desire for Nic's dark, dangerous charms, but with my father dead from the fangs of our enemy, everything has changed. I'm consumed with the
need to seek vengeance. Suddenly, I realize what I must do. I ask Nic to change me. He forbids it. He tells me the change must be made for the right reason. For love. And avenging my father isn't the right reason. But with our enemy closing in fast, I'm angry enough to defy Nic and fight this
war my way, no matter what the consequences.
Over the centuries, anything Ronan once found pleasure in has been replaced by blood and death. Every morning, he wonders if that will be the day he succumbs to the savage side of his vampire nature. As a born hunter, Kadence has never stepped beyond the walls of her home. She’s not
happy with her life, but she accepted it long ago... just as she’s accepted her impending marriage to a man the elders chose for her. However, when a vampire murders her father, Kadence is determined to escape the walls that have kept her caged. After she’s attacked by the monster who
killed her father, and rescued by Ronan, Kadence finds herself inside the world of the vampires she’s been raised to hate. Despite her distrust of him, the more time she spends with Ronan, her feelings for him deepen until she finds herself questioning the hunter way of life. Now she must
decide what she truly wants: revenge, Ronan, or the elusive freedom she’s finally found. ***The Alliance Series is a spin-off of the Vampire Awakenings series. You do not have to read the Vampire Awakenings Series to follow the Alliance Series. Due to violence, language, and sexual content
this book is recommended for readers 18+*** Keywords: Enemies to lovers mythical creatures action adventure urban fantasy supernatural love story angst steamy romance novels folklore romance psychic powers new adult dark romance strong male lead romantic fantasy for adults strong
heroine adult fantasy thriller supernatural thriller novels twists mythical creatures contemporary vampire fantasy vampires blood mate
Grace has a terminal brain tumour and will die in the next few months. Roman has an addiction to blood, and could possibly live forever. Grace is twenty-seven years old. When they meet in the twelfth century Roman is several hundred years old. And Grace has another problem - she's from
his future and neither of them believe it. This is the first novel in the Resurrection series. This series will appeal to fans of Bella Forrest, S. J. West and J. R. Ward You will also like this book if you enjoy -Time travel romances -Urban fantasy -Swords and castles -Historical paranormal romances
-Magical realism -Romantic suspense -Mythological creatures
The Vampire Chronicles
A Paranormal Vampire Romance
Gates of Rapture
Vampire Earth
The Immortal Rules
The Vampire Journals (Books 1-12)

-What happens when a power you were supposed to be controlling, more powerful than you, turns on you?-Hiding in a cave, the last one hundred Vampires left on earth have a plan to keep off the radar of the last three Vampire hunters left alive, led by
Mauritz Klautz. ...Because of this they accidentally end up awakening a much more powerful and dangerous force.Now Annabelle Skye, after a headlong fall into an underground cave, has become queen of the dragons, Queen under the earth.Eager to undo
their mistake and be free once and for all from Annabelle and the tyranny of the Vampire hunters, Vampire King Rakka with his brother Neth, send in wave after wave of Vampires to destroy Annabelle and her nine dragon Lords and Queens and their forty-two
colourful juvenile dragons, with disastrous results.Above the ground the media is blaming all the carnage of the Vampire's and dragon's nightly feedings on a serial killer dubbed 'The butcher;' while below the ground Annabelle and the Vampires are in for
the fight of their lives in a war whose outcome might very well determine the fate of the human race.Annabelle must discover what's become of her boyfriend Kevin, whom she suspects was kidnapped by the Vampires, only she ends up finding out that he
might actually be the key the Vampire hunters need in order to help them in totally annihilating all of the Vampires and dragons, and winning the whole war in one foul swoop.Meanwhile a voice inside Annabelle's head keeps telling her to, 'Forget' about the
savage killer she's become.Will Kevin be enough to win the war? The fate of the entire world seems to be held on a piece of dusty old information Mauritz has found, on which he's pinning all of his hope.
Gates of Rapture Caris Roane As a vampire and a warrior, Leto Distra is deadly. But after years of being forced to drink dying blood, he is now part beast—a wild savage thing lurking beneath the surface. With war on the horizon, Leto is determined to help the
Guardians of Ascension destroy the enemy who turned him into a monster. And there's only one woman who can help him. Grace Albion is certain that she's meant to be with Leto, but their future may be cut short by the impending battle. Now Grace must
embrace her obsidian flame powers—and bind her powers with Leto's—if they're ever going to survive. With the fate of the world at stake, they must tap into powers they never knew they had...and unlock their deepest passions. Sexy and thrilling, Gates of
Raptures is the breathtaking final book in Caris Roane's Guardians of Ascension series.
Lestat has risen from his long sleep as a modern day rock star, and makes public his story of boyhood in eighteenth-century France and initiation into vampiredom in order to solve the mystery of his existence
Amon has seen it all in the thousands of years he's walked this earth. As a demon, he's only ever wanted to live and feed unnoticed. But his need for blood always brought trouble. Finally, he's devised a foolproof plan to meet his needs and the needs of
monsters like him. With the help of his demon son, a bloodthirsty vampire, a dark witch, and two very feral sirens, they will hunt humans who have sinned in the vilest ways. This savage hunt will not only feed them but deliver revenge the humans so desire.
His flawless plan won't ever shatter. He'd bet his existence on it.
Vampire Journals Bundle (Books 4 and 5)
The Rising of Dawn and Her Vampire Crew
The Vampire Film
Eternally Bound (The Alliance, Book 1)
The Vampire Book

Alisa Perne is the last vampire. Beautiful and brilliant, she hunts alone, living among humans, living off humans. But someone is stalking her. Someone wants her dead. And Alisa has a choice to make - to keep a long held promise or protect the mortal she seems to be falling
for.
"Deliciously dark, Queen of Gods reminds me why I fell in love with paranormal books. The characters are both sweet and wicked, the magic jumps off the page, and the twisted storyline keeps you on the edge of your seat!" Laura Thalassa, author of Rhapsodic "Hang on to
the edge of your seat. Queen of Gods is a fast-paced story of vampires and druids. This dark, decadent, delish take will keep you up at night, and you won't regret one minute." Eliana S. Peters, author of Savory Seduction Dark. Brutal. Sexy. The VAMPIRE CROWN series
sets emotions on fire, as vampires and druids hunger for one thing-power. Sex, secrets, and bloodshed twist two intoxicating love stories into one wicked tale. Magic is life. Bound to S'Kir, the Unseen Gods wait to reunite with their brethren. Only an ancient prophecy keeps
their hope alive. Blood is life. Locked away from S'Kir on earth, the Vampire Overlords and an Original Druid hold their crowns with brute power. The Law is all that keeps their savage nature hidden. Until one defiant vampire is awakened early from her Rest and summoned
to the vampire stronghold. In her wake, all hell breaks loose... Magic always wins. But never without blood. *CONTENT WARNING: This book contains graphic language and sexual situations. It is intended for audiences 18+ ONLY**Slow-burn Reverse Harem (for one
woman) with guaranteed sexy times in each book*
With tourists flocking to the city of Savannah for St. Patrick's Day, vampire protector Jack McShane ventures into the dark tunnels beneath the city to stop a horrific plot against Savannah's human inhabitants, while battling his feelings for cop-turned-vampire slayer Connie
Jones. Original.
Dawn is a centuries-old vampire who slowly puts together a crew to help her with missions she is sent on by the higher beings. The higher beings seem not to mind putting her and her crew in some very dangerous spots to take care of small jobs such as killing a bad vampire
who has gotten the taste for human blood and is coming close to revealing the secret that there are other creatures besides humans. They also send her on missions that, if not completed successfully, can lead to hell on the
Savage #3
The Savage Earth
Regulation 19
The Transmedia Vampire
A Novel
Folklore and Reality
An international bestseller and beloved cultural touchstone, Anne Rice’s classic novel Interview with the Vampire starts “where Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true
fascination of the myth” (Chicago Tribune). But that’s only the beginning. Over the course of twelve interwoven novels, Rice crafts a richly imagined, magnificently transporting epic around her chilling, charismatic
antihero, Lestat. An aristocrat in the heady days of pre-revolutionary France who lives to become a rock star in the demonic, shimmering 1980s, Lestat rushes through the centuries in search of others like him, seeking
answers to the mystery of his eternal, terrifying existence. Now, with the publication of the complete series in one convenient eBook bundle, there has never been a better time to devour the entirety of The Vampire
Chronicles. Gathered here are the ten books that comprise the original saga: INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE THE VAMPIRE LESTAT QUEEN OF THE DAMNED THE TALE OF THE BODY THIEF MEMNOCH THE DEVIL THE VAMPIRE ARMAND MERRICK BLOOD
AND GOLD BLACKWOOD FARM BLOOD CANTICLE . . . as well as the two books of the New Tales of the Vampires: PANDORA VITTORIO, THE VAMPIRE Praise for the novels of Anne Rice “Brilliant . . . [Rice’s] undead characters are
utterly alive.”—The New York Times Book Review “If you surrender and go with her . . . you have surrendered to enchantment, as in a voluptuous dream.”—The Boston Globe “Frightening, sensual . . . Anne Rice will live on
through the ages of literature. . . . To read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the mind of time, to become lightheaded as if our blood is slowly being drained away.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Unrelentingly
erotic . . . sometimes beautiful, and always unforgettable.”—The Washington Post “Rice has created universes within universes, traveling back in time as far as ancient, pre-pyramidic Egypt and journeying from the frozen
mountain peaks of Nepal to the crowded, sweating streets of southern Florida.”—Los Angeles Times “Fiercely ambitious, nothing less than a complete unnatural history of vampires.”—The Village Voice
These vampires don’t sparkle…they bite. Book 1 of the Blood of Eden trilogy by Julie Kagawa, New York Times bestselling author of The Iron Fey, begins a thrilling dark fantasy series where vampires rule, humans are
prey…and one girl will become what she hates most to save all she loves. Allison Sekemoto survives in the Fringe, where the vampires who killed her mother rule and she and her crew of outcasts must hide from the monsters
at night. All that drives Allie is her hatred of vampires, who keep humans as prey. Until the night Allie herself dies…a becomes one of the monsters. When she hears of a mythical place called Eden that might have a cure
for the blood disease that killed off most of civilization, Allie decides to seek it out. Hiding among a band of humans, she begins a journey that will have unforeseen consequences…to herself, to the boy she’s falling for
who believes she’s human, and to the future of the world. Now Allie must decide what—and who—is worth dying for…again. “A fresh and imaginative thrill ride.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review Books in the Blood of Eden
series: The Immortal Rules The Eternity Cure The Forever Song
Don't go looking for the monsters in the shadows.They will find you. The young doctor in the ER thought she saved my life. I repaid her kindness by stealing her away from everything she knew. I fought the devil in me, but
I have lived too long, and am too lonely to deprive myself of her. She will be my perfect submissive. My pet. My true north. Katarina Donovan was good and pure, and so, so human. And then she met me. Note: Her Vampire
Hero is a standalone romance by Nicolina Martin starring a dominant vampire and the human he comes to crave. No cheating, HEA guaranteed. It is book three in the Midnight Doms series, a spinoff of Renee Rose and Lee
Savino's bestselling Bad Boy Alpha series. The previous books are Her Vampire Master by Maren Smith, and Her Vampire Prince by Ines Johnson. These books can all be read in any order.
Will this be Alex's final night? Danger from the vampires below. Turmoil in the city above. Nowhere is safe and every day is a battle.After being left for dead on the surface, Alex and the GMT are itching to take down the
man who sabotaged their mission. Little do they know, an even more pressing threat is waiting just outside their door..With treachery in the skies and a blood-thirsty army on the surface, Alex and her friends have nowhere
to run. That leaves them only one option: fight.The stage is set. The lines have been drawn. The battle for the future of humanity is underway. And Alex is here to remind her enemies that dangerous things don't only come
out at night.Get your copy today!
I, Vampire Vol. 2: Rise of the Vampires
The Last Aerie
The Vampire in Lore and Legend
The Savage Truth
The Vampire Lucius Lafayette
Desired (Book #5 in the Vampire Journals)

The hypnotic, deeply seductive novels of Anne Rice have captivated millions of fans around the world. It all began a quarter of a century ago with Interview with the Vampire. Now, in one chilling volume, here are the first
three classic novels of The Vampire Chronicles. INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE Witness the confessions of a vampire. A novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force, it is a story of danger and flight, love and loss,
suspense and resolution, and the extraordinary power of the senses. “A magnificent, compulsively readable thriller . . . Anne Rice begins where Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the
true fascination of the myth–the education of the vampire.” –Chicago Tribune THE VAMPIRE LESTAT Once an aristocrat from pre-revolutionary France, now a rock star in the decadent 1980s, Lestat rushes through the
centuries seeking to fathom the mystery of his existence. His is a mesmerizing story–passionate and thrilling. “Frightening, sensual . . . A psychological, mythological sojourn . . . Anne Rice will live on through the ages of
literature. . . . To read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the mind of time.” –San Francisco Chronicle QUEEN OF THE DAMNED Akasha, the queen of the damned, has risen from a six-thousand-year sleep to let
loose the powers of the night. She has a marvelously devious plan to “save” mankind–in this vivid novel of the erotic, electrifying world of the undead. “With The Queen of the Damned, Anne Rice has created universes within
universes, traveling back in time as far as ancient, pre-pyramidic Egypt and journeying from the frozen mountain peaks of Nepal to the crowded, sweating streets of southern Florida.” –Los Angeles Times
Meet Christian Savage, vampire hunter in the wildest back-lands of the old Wild West. Abandoned by his parents at birth and raised by a kindly priest, Savage was momentarily lured to the black arts of the occult and it cost
him the life of the priest. Now Savage roams the countryside ridding the frontier of the supernatural enemies of civilization, attempting to make the Wild West safe for homesteaders. THIS ISSUE: "Vampire Love" - Savage
comes across the last two people on Earth he would ever expect. His parents. Two beings that have set themselves up in a secluded castle, with their bloodsucking minions, overlooking the very fiery pit of Hell itself. And here
they will tempt and seduce Savage once more with the black arts of the occult in a bid to join them. A Caliber Comics release.
Riveting study of vampirism in Europe — from vampires in Greek and Roman lore to their presence in Saxon England, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Romania, Bulgaria, and even modern Greece.
"A book to rival TWILIGHT and VAMPIRE DIARIES, and one that will have you wanting to keep reading until the very last page! If you are into adventure, love and vampires this book is the one for you!"
--Vampirebooksite.com (regarding Turned) The #1 Bestselling series! Here is a bundle of books #4 and #5 in Morgan Rice’s #1 bestselling series THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS (DESTINED amd DESIRED). These two bestselling
novels, all here in one convenient file, offer a great next step in the VAMPIRE JOURNALS series. Over 100,000 words of reading, all for an incredible price! It is a great deal, and it also makes the perfect gift! In DESTINED
(Book #4 in the Vampire Journals), Caitlin Paine wakes to discover herself back in time. She finds herself in a cemetery, on the run from a mob of villagers, and seeks refuge in the ancient cloisters of Assisi, in the
countryside of Umbria, Italy. There, she learns of her destiny and her mission: to find her father and the ancient vampire Shield needed to save mankind. In DESIRED (Book #5 in the Vampire Journals), Caitlin Paine wakes to
discover that she has once again traveled back in time. This time, she has landed in eighteenth century Paris, an age of great opulence, of kings and queens—but also of revolution. All 12 books in THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS
are now available! “THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS series has had a great plot….. The ending was a cliffhanger that was so spectacular that you will immediately want to buy the next book, just to see what happens.” --The Dallas
Examiner, regarding Loved “Morgan Rice has really come up with a winner in this series. It is fast paced, filled with action, love, suspense, and intrigue!” --VampireBookSite
Chosen by the Vampire Kings
Undead Cinema
Those of My Blood
The Vampire Lestat
The Complete Vampire Chronicles 12-Book Bundle
Prince Lestat
Nestor and Nathan Kiklu are the twin sons of Harry Keogh, the Necroscope. United by blood, they also share some of their father's awesome powers--but what they do with those gifts cannot be more different! Nathan takes up the struggle against the
metamorphic vampires, while Nestor, fascinated by the vampires' eerie evil, has become his twin's worst nightmare: a Wamphyri Lord! Harry Keogh's sons have become the bitterest of enemies, each determined to destroy the other. When next they meet, one
will surely die! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Revised, updated, and enlarged, this vast reference is an alphabetic tour of the psychosexual, macabre world of the blood-sucking undead. Digging deep into the lore, myths, and reported realities of vampires and vampire legends from across the globe, many
facets are uncovered—historical, literary, mythological, biographical, and popular. From Vlad the Impaler and Barnabas Collins to Dracula and Lestat, this exhaustive guide furnishes more than 500 essays, a vampire chronology, and 60 pages of vampire
resources. Complete with detailed illustrations and photographs, the third edition of this popular authority includes a wealth of current events, including the Twilight phenomenon; contemporary authors of vampire romance; the growth and development of
genuine, self-identified vampire communities; and prominent TV shows from Buffy to True Blood.
In the world of the future, Titus Shiddehara has a unique heritage. Twenty years earlier, he'd been "killed" in a car crash and buried by his fiancee, having been forbidden by his vampire "father" to reveal his true heritage to his human lover. But Titus can't be
killed quite so easily; and when he embarks on a space mission to save Earth, he encounters his fiancee once again. Once again Titus's "father" threatens to destroy her--and perhaps Titus too. Can the lovers be reunited--and can they rescue the Earth from
certain invasion? The first book in the Tales of the Luren series. As Library Journal says: "The author of the Dushau Trilogy and the Sime Gen series ably integrates vampire lore with SF intrigue in a novel that should have broad appeal."
It's been over a century since the humans lost the war for Earth. Cities have been reclaimed by nature, and the planet is quiet and empty by day. At night, feral vampires-more beast than man-roam the lands, hungry for blood. The few thousand surviving humans
live on a massive airship that circles the Earth, moving with the rotation of the planet so it's always in sunlight. Alexandria Goddard is a member of the elite Ground Mission Team, a group tasked with making dangerous runs to the planet's surface for the supplies
needed to keep the ship airborne. But even as the team fights for their people's survival, dangerous forces are working against them. A growing movement aboard the airship believes it's time for humans to resettle the Earth, and they are willing to go to extreme
measures to make their vision a reality. As the situation aboard the ship becomes more desperate, Alex and her team discover a terrifying secret about the vampires infesting the Earth. P.T. Hylton, author of Regulation 19 and the Zane Halloway series, and
Jonathan Benecke, a bold new voice in science fiction, bring you a post-apocalyptic vision of a world where vampires rule, humanity is on the run, and safety is an illusion as fleeting as a shadow.
The Last Vampire
The Vampire Chronicles Collection
The Vampire's Revenge
The Encyclopedia of the Undead
The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
Made By The Vampire King

Rousing pulp action and steampunk come together in a heartbreaking story of high adventure and alternate history. In the year 1870, a horrible plague of vampires swept over the northern regions of the world. It is now 2020 and a bloody reckoning is coming. Princess Adele is heir to the
Empire of Equatoria, a remnant of the old tropical British Empire. When she becomes the target of a merciless vampire clan, her only protector is the Greyfriar, a mysterious hero who fights the vampires from deep within their territory. Their dangerous relationship plays out against an
approaching war to the death between humankind and the vampire clans. The first book in a trilogy of high adventure and alternate history. Combining rousing pulp action with steampunk style, the Vampire Empire series brings epic political themes to life within a story of
heartbreaking romance, sacrifice, and heroism.
The first four stories in The Misgivings of the Vampire Lucius Lafayette series. This four pack includes the following 4 stories: Leather Apron: Leather Apron is #1 in The Misgivings of the Vampire Lucius Lafayette series. Lucius Lafayette is not your mythological vampire. He's not
your pasty face, sparkly, brooding vampire. He's real and he's a werewolf killer. Werewolves are his vermin and he's the exterminator. He enjoys garlic and sunbathing in Saint-Tropez. In his spare time he hunts werewolves and rips them apart, limb from limb. Jack the Ripper has been
terrorizing Whitechapel, London for weeks now. People are scared and the police just can't get a break in the case. It's up to Lucius to travel back to 1888 and catch this killer. The killer is the alpha werewolf of the Vladlk pack who has escaped Lucius' clutches for decades now. It's time
for revenge and for the vampire to put an end to the werewolves terrorizing their herd of sheeple. Mardi Gras: Mardi Gras is #2 in The Misgivings of the Vampire Lucius Lafayette series. Hot on the heals of Jack the Ripper, Lucius can taste the werewolf's flesh as he is called back to
present times. To his home in New Orleans. Which pack of werewolves has the audacity to attack the Lafayette Killing in their very home. Nobody tries to murder Baron Lafayette's family in his own house. The Galvez pack is a notorious and dastardly violent pack of werewolves intent
on doing nothing but savage humanity and eradicate vampires from Earth. But these beasts are vermin. Undisciplined vermin that vampires must eradicate. Still, can Lucius take on a pack of werewolves and come out alive to talk about it? Hemlock Crescent: Hemlock Crescent is #3 in
in The Misgivings of the Vampire Lucius Lafayette series. The vampire Lucius Lafayette has decided to visit Greece. Ancient Greece, where Socrates is a well established philosopher and general. But the vampire is not there so much for Socrates as he is for the werewolves. Athens is in a
decades long war with Sparta, a war that looks like they'll be losing. Lucius and Socrates sail out to fight against the Spartans, but they're ambushed by Spartan fisherman and taken as prisoners. Socrates is released, a tired man, tired of an old war. His last days spent pontificating
against the Athenian hegemony. Sentenced to death by werewolves. They're hell bent on eliminating the human race and creating anarchy. Lucius is hell bent on eradicating the vermin that the werewolves have become. Hell's Disciples: Hell's Disciples is #4 in in The Misgivings of the
Vampire Lucius Lafayette series. In the summer of 1976, Son of Sam starts his rampage. Many didn't believe him that it was his neighbor's dog who instructed him to go on his murderous shootings. Lucius Lafayette, vampire and werewolf slayer, does believe him. But he thinks it is not a
dog so much as a pack of werewolves who go by the name of Hell's Disciples who are instructing David Berkowitz to go on a killing spree. Werewolves are hell bent on destroying humanity, and Lucius, though no saint is our only hope. But he can't even keep peace in his own family,
almost killing his own son Cage. These Hell's Disciples' werewolves are violent, strong and unrepentant. Has Lucius bitten off more than he can chew going into a den of 13 Lobison?
The first three books in the bestselling Alliance series are bundled together for the first time. Download this box set and settle in for a binge read that will keep you turning pages late into the night. Book 1: Eternally Bound Over the centuries, anything Ronan once found pleasure in has
been replaced by blood and death. Every morning, he wonders if that will be the day he succumbs to the savage side of his vampire nature. As a born hunter, Kadence has never stepped beyond the walls of her home. She’s not happy with her life, but she accepted it long ago... just as
she’s accepted her impending marriage to a man the elders chose for her. However, when a vampire murders her father, Kadence is determined to escape the walls that have kept her caged. Book 2: Bound by Vengeance After her ex-boyfriend’s betrayal, revenge propels Vicky to find
and destroy the man who sold her into captivity. The minute she gets the chance to search for Duke alone, she seizes the opportunity. When her hunt leads her to cross paths with Nathan, she finds herself secretly aligning with the one man she’s vowed to avoid. Book 3: Bound by
Darkness Determined to rescue Simone from the vampires who took her, Killean must become the thing he’s spent his life fighting—a Savage. As he sinks further into a world filled with death, Killean struggles against his growing bloodlust as he vows to do whatever it takes to save
Simone from becoming a monster like him. However, even if Killean can save her from the vampires hunting them, can she save him from the darkness devouring his soul? ***The Alliance Series is a spin-off of the Vampire Awakenings series. You do not have to read the Vampire
Awakenings Series to follow the Alliance Series. Due to violence, language, and sexual content this book is recommended for readers 18+*** Keywords: Supernatural love story enemies to lovers strong heroine romantic fantasy for adults strong male lead mythical creatures vampire
fantasy psychic powers folklore fiction anthologies and collections contemporary fantasy fiction steamy romance novels action adventure supernatural suspense thriller romantic fantasy for adults vampire blood mate epic love story angst twists new adult dark romance urban fantasy
Throughout history, the human imagination has inspired the creation of fantastical creatures and sinister monsters. Perhaps one of the most well known is the vampire, a bloodsucking human cursed to forever prey on victims in the night. Vampires have lived in legends and stories of
many cultures around the world. As the cultures evolved, so too did these tales. Today, some maintain the vampire is not just a man-made invention but rather a real creature. Mainstream media such as movies and television shows have carried vampire lore to many generations and will
continue to do so for years to come. In this book, discover the origins of vampire lore, how the vampire has evolved, and what it is like today.
Queen Under the Earth
Vampires
Tales of the Luren, Book One
Collected Stories
The Greyfriar
The Savage Dawn

“This funny and fresh take on a classic tale manages to comment on gender roles, racial disparities, and white privilege all while creeping me all the way out. So good.”—Zakiya Dalila
Harris, author of The Other Black Girl Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in this New York Times best-selling horror novel about a women's book club that must do battle with a mysterious
newcomer to their small Southern town. Bonus features: • Reading group guide for book clubs • Hand-drawn map of Mt. Pleasant • Annotated true-crime reading list by Grady Hendrix • And more!
Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt smaller. Her husband is a workaholic, her teenage kids have their own lives, her senile mother-in-law needs constant care, and she’s always a step
behind on her endless to-do list. The only thing keeping her sane is her book club, a close-knit group of Charleston women united by their love of true crime. At these meetings they’re as
likely to talk about the Manson family as they are about their own families. One evening after book club, Patricia is viciously attacked by an elderly neighbor, bringing the neighbor's
handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life. James is well traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia feel things she hasn’t felt in years. But when children on the other side of town
go missing, their deaths written off by local police, Patricia has reason to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt. The real problem? James is a monster of a different
kind—and Patricia has already invited him in. Little by little, James will insinuate himself into Patricia’s life and try to take everything she took for granted—including the book club—but
she won’t surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of neighborly kindness gone wrong.
Andrew Bennett finds himself in a place he never thought he'd reach during his countless decades walking the Earth. But his‡absence on Earth signals a deadly loss of order in the vampire
hierarchy, as the savage attack on humanity he's long fearedlooks‡like its coming to pass. Plus, the vampire pilgramage beginsÑbut along the way, they encounter an ancient enemy: the Van
Helsings!
#1 New York Times Bestselling author - Surrender to fiction's greatest creature of the night - Book II of the Vampire Chronicles The vampire hero of Anne Rice’s enthralling novel is a
creature of the darkest and richest imagination. Once an aristocrat in the heady days of pre-revolutionary France, now a rock star in the demonic, shimmering 1980s, he rushes through the
centuries in search of others like him, seeking answers to the mystery of his eternal, terrifying exsitence. His is a mesmerizing story—passionate, complex, and thrilling. Praise for The
Vampire Lestat “Frightening, sensual . . . Anne Rice will live on through the ages of literature. . . . To read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the mind of time, to become
lightheaded as if our blood is slowly being drained away.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fiercely ambitious, nothing less than a complete unnatural history of vampires.”—The Village Voice
“Brilliant . . . its undead characters are utterly alive.”—The New York Times Book Review “Luxuriantly created and richly told.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer
Frank Hinkle is thrilled when he is unexpectedly released from prison, but after a few days in his hometown he's going to wish he had stayed safely behind bars. Things have changed in Rook
Mountain, Tennessee, since Frank went away. His brother Jake has been missing for seven years, a fact no one bothered to share with Frank. His fun-loving buddy Will is now a somber man
known for his violent enforcement of the town's bizarre new laws. Frank's sister-in-law Christine has a freezer chest containing a collection of illegal objects and a severed head. As Frank
will soon learn, the only thing worse than being in Rook Mountain is being outside of it. Outside of town is where the Unfeathered sing their terrible song and wait for night to fall.
Queen of Gods
Her Vampire Hero
A Savage Worlds Sourcebook
Vampires, Burial, and Death
“A book to rival TWILIGHT and VAMPIRE DIARIES, and one that will have you keep reading until the very last page!” –Vampirebooksite.com (re Turned) The complete VAMPIRE JOURNALS collection! Here is a bundle of
books 1—12 in Morgan Rice’s series THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS, the #1 bestselling series, with over 900 five star reviews! In THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS, 18 year old Caitlin Paine finds herself uprooted from her nice
suburb and forced to attend a dangerous New York City high school. Caitlin suddenly finds herself changing, overcome by a superhuman strength, a sensitivity to light, a desire to feed. She seeks answers to what’s
happening to her, and she finds herself in the midst of a vampire war, at the wrong place at the wrong time. Traveling back in time, caught between two men as a forbidden love blossoms, Caitlin must decide if she
will risk both their lives to save humanity, and to be with the one she loves. “Morgan Rice proves herself again to be an extremely talented storyteller….This would appeal to a wide range of audiences, including
younger fans of the vampire/fantasy genre. It ended with an unexpected cliffhanger that leaves you shocked.” –The Romance Reviews (regarding Loved)
This introductory volume offers an elegant analysis of the enduring appeal of the cinematic vampire. From Georges Méliès' early cinematic experiments to Twilight and Let the Right One In, the history of vampires in
cinema can be organised by a handful of governing principles that help make sense of this movie monster's remarkable fecundity. Among these principles are that the cinematic vampire is invariably about sex and
the vexed human relationship with technology, and that the vampire is always an overdetermined body condensing what a culture considers other. This volume includes in-depth studies of films including Powell's A
Fool There Was, Franco's Vampyros Lesbos, Cronenberg's Rabid, Kümel's Daughters of Darkness, and Merhige's Shadow of the Vampire.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Rice allows [her vampires] to do what they do best: wreak havoc and evoke terror. All while impeccably dressed.” —The Washington Post The vampire world is in crisis ... Old vampires,
roused from deep slumber in the earth, are doing the bidding of a Voice commanding that they indiscriminately burn their kin in cities across the globe, from Paris to Mumbai, Hong Kong to San Francisco. Left with
little time to spare, a host of familiar characters including Louis de Pointe du Lac, Armand, and even the vampire Lestat, must embark on a journey to discover who—or what—is driving this mysterious being.
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